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Protein-Protein Interaction
Networks
Methods and Protocols
Includes cutting-edge methods and protocols
Provides step-by-step detail essential for reproducible results
Contains key notes and implementation advice from the experts
This volume explores techniques that study interactions between proteins in different species,
and combines them with context-specific data, analysis of omics datasets, and assembles
individual interactions into higher-order semantic units, i.e., protein complexes and functional
modules. The chapters in this book cover computational methods that solve diverse tasks such
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as the prediction of functional protein-protein interactions; the alignment-based comparison of
interaction networks by SANA; using the RaptorX-ComplexContact webserver to predict interprotein residue-residue contacts; the docking of alternative confirmations of proteins
participating in binary interactions and the visually-guided selection of a docking model using
COZOID; the detection of novel functional units by KeyPathwayMiner and how PathClass can
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use such de novo pathways to classify breast cancer subtypes. Written in the highly successful
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Methods in Molecular Biology series format, chapters include introductions to their respective
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computational protocols, and tips on troubleshooting and avoiding known pitfalls. Cutting-edge

topics, lists of the necessary hardware- and software, step-by-step, readily reproducible
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and comprehensive, Protein-Protein Interaction Networks: Methods and Protocols is a valuable
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resource for both novice and expert researchers who are interested in learning more about this
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evolving field.
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